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Lu XunHope is the path to the hillside. At first there is no road, but then there are people who go this way and have a path. Lu XunLu Xun (1881 - 1936) the pseudonym Zhou Shuren, was one of the most famous Han Chinese writers of the twentieth century, as well as one of the first writers who wrote a
language close to Chinese instead of classical Chinese. He wrote stories, poems, essays and translations. By the way, this literary work refers only to five percent of Lu XunHope's path to the hillside. At first there is no road, but then there are people who go this way and have a path. Lu XunLu Xun (1881 -
1936) the pseudonym Zhou Shuren, was one of the most famous Han Chinese writers of the twentieth century, as well as one of the first writers who wrote a language close to Chinese instead of classical Chinese. He wrote stories, poems, essays and translations. By the way, this literary work refers only
to five percent of his total oeuvre. However, this literary work is considered the basis of his oeuvre. In addition to a handful of poems, it consists of twenty-six short stories. His work is often highly critical of current social and ethical beliefs. Lu Xun was the eldest of three brothers. His family belonged to a
remarkable line of civil servants and scientists and was initially quite rich, but Lu Xun's grandfather lost both wealth and prestige as a result of his grandfather's unsuccessful career. Lu Xun went to the best schools, where he also learned English and German among many more here he got acquainted
with Western science and ideas. In 1902 Lu Xun went to Japan, where he studied medicine after learning Japanese. It turned out to be not a good choice, and after a year Lu Xun went back to Tokyo. He decided that it was more important to heal minds than bodies, and became a writer. In 1918 he will
publish his most famous story Madman's diary. This is the first story written in colloquial language in Chinese literature. Until then, literature was always written in classical Chinese, a language that was so far away from the modern language than the Latin modern Italian. Lu Xun has stressed the historical
significance of this story, adding an introduction written in classical Chinese. Only insane words with an accusation in traditional Chinese society are placed in the usual spoken language. Apart from the fact that Lu Xun bridges the gap between classical and modern Chinese literature, his work, without
giving up on his Chinese origin, is also associated with international literature for that time. In a narrow sense, Lu Xun's work is not autobiographical, but he uses his life story and experience as his story building blocks. From then on, he published many stories, essays and translations, and he became
more and more famous. Lu Xun's stories and essays, in addition to being socially critical, are pervaded by pessimism about existence. Inches writing, Lu Xun taught at Peking University and was the editor of several literary magazines. Due to his critical ideas, in 1926, when the city fell into the hands of
warlord Zhang Zuolin, it became too dangerous for Lu Xun to stay in Beijing. Via Xiamen and Kanton he eventually ended up in Shanghai, where he was safe in foreign concessions. He stayed here until his death. Lu Xun died of tuberculosis in Shanghai in 1936. The fabric was draped over his coffin,
which was the soul of the nation, with thousands attending his funeral. From 1926 Lu Xun was sometimes supported by the Chinese Communist Party, although he never became a member of it. At that time, China ruled the Kuomintang. Lu Xun was openly a dissident, but was protected by his fame. He
never wanted to recognise the communist party's authority on literary matters. After his death Lu Xun was glorified by the Communist Party, although during literary polemics conducted in 1928 and 1936, he tried to lay him down by law, and it is unlikely that Lu Xun, the old Chinese community and
criticized the Kuomintang, also the Communist government would have been criticized if he lived longer. There are two Lu Xun museums in China, one in Shanghai and one in Beijing. In both museums, the visitor should be aware that lu xun's given image is colored in communist tones. According to the
communist culture monoculture, which ended around 1980, when the freedom of art became a little greater - but certainly not absolute - Lu Xun was the greatest writer. Since then, his status has been reduced to a more modest proportion of the great writer, but almost a hundred years ago. A correction
that he himself would probably have been very pleased with. Order If your poem thread is turned into a extractor,If your call to the world is turned against you, feel contempt for your bones,You can only hear the sound of paper in the void. (Lu Xun) (Lu Xun) Lu XunHope is the path to the hillside. At first
there is no road, but then there are people who go this way and have a path. Lu Xun Lu Xun (1881 - 1936) pseudoniem van Zhou Shuren, was een van de beroemdste Han-Chinese schrijvers van de twintigste eeuw, en ook een van de eerste schrijvers die schreef in een taal die dicht bij de Chinese
spreektaal stond, in plaats van in het klassiek Chinees. Hij schreef verhalen, gedichten, essays en vertalingen. Value for money 7.5 Sehr freundliche Mitarbeiter. Zijn werk is vaak zeer kritisch jegens gangbare maatschappelijke en ethische opvattingen. BiografieLu Xun was de oudste van drie broers. Le
personnel est très agréable. Lu Xun ging naar een van de beste scholen he also learned English and German, where he learned western science and ideas. In 1902, Lu Xun went to Japan, where he went to study medicine after learning Japanese. It turned out to be not a good choice, and after a year Lu
Xun went back to Tokyo. He decided it was more important to heal thoughts than bodies, and became a writer. From 1906, Lu Xun published several essays and translations in Tokyo, sometimes in collaboration with his younger brother Zhou Zuoren. Among other things, he has made translations of
Russian literature; he also provided a Chinese translation of Frederick from Eeden little John and some Multatuli ideas with German. De Kleine Johannes he would write a broad foreword, which again is interesting to Dutch readers in his neighborhood and make an explanatory glossary of plant and animal



names. In 1909 Lu Xun returned to China, where he taught. After the revolution in 1911, he became an official at the Ministry of Education. In 1918 he will publish his most famous story Madman's diary. It is the first conversational story written in Chinese literature. Until then, literature was always written in
classical Chinese, a language far away from modern conversational language, as latin in modern Italian. Lu Xun has stressed the historical significance of this story, adding an introduction written in classical Chinese. The only words of a madman with his accusation in traditional Chinese society are in the
usual conversational language. In addition to lu Xun building a bridge between classical and contemporary Chinese literature, his work, without denying his Chinese origins, also joins international literature of the time. In a narrow sense, Lu Xun's work is not autobiographical, but he uses his life story and
experience as building blocks for his stories. From then on, he published many stories, essays and translations, and became more and more famous. Lu Xun's stories and essays, apart from being socially critical, are steeped in pessimism about existence. In addition to writing, Lu Xun taught at Peking
University, and was the editor of several literary magazines. His critical ideas made it too dangerous for Lu Xun to stay in Beijing in 1926, when the city fell into the hands of warlord Zhang Zuolin. Via Xiamen and Canton he came to Shanghai, where he was safe in foreign concessions. Here he stayed until
his death. Lu Xun died of tuberculosis in Shanghai in 1936. Over his coffin was cloth draped, on which it said the soul of the nation , thousands attended his funeral. From 1926 on, Lu Xun sometimes supported the Chinese Communist Party, although he never joined it. At that time, China regulated
Kwomintang. Lu Xun was dissident, but was protected by his fame. He never wanted to recognise the communist party's authority on literary matters. After his death, Lu Xun was glorified by the Communist Party, although during literary controversy conducted in 1928 and 1936, Lu Xun tried to write the
law for him, and it is not intolerable that Lu Xun, who criticized the old Chinese society and The Kwomintang, would also have criticized the communist government if he had lived longer. There are two Lu Xun museums in China, one in Shanghai and one in Beijing. In both museums, the visitor should be
aware that lu xun image is colored in communist tones. Among the monocultures of communist culture, which ended around the 1980s, when artistic freedom became somewhat greater - but certainly not absolute - Lu Xun was the greatest writer. Since then, his status has been reduced to a more modest
proportion of the great writer, but almost a hundred years ago. A correction that he himself would probably have been very pleased with. TaskI turn your poem thread into an, when your call to the world is turned against you, feel in your bones what contempt can be, in the void you hear only the sound of
paper. (Lu Xun) ... More... More
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